INSTRUCTIONS: Extensive force is not necessary. Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied and are designed to be removed for exploration and repair. Minor adjustments may be necessary for proper assembly.

1. Turn spin head left and right to separate lion's mouth.

2. Stand lion up. Push legs up toward chest by rotating tights on hips. Turn lion face around and rotate robot back out.


4. Lower lion head into chest. Lion Head.

5. With thumb and finger pinch outer width of mane as you pull out to turn mane. Mane hair is round. Ripped mane: head as shown.


7. From behind, rip mane, remove arm, and pull them toward. Rip open. Tail. Rip mane to arm shoulder or back.

8. ATTACK MODE

- Push pin on head and pull on tail to activate weapon.
- Rip out wall piece and force up to move arm up and down.
- Press button on the upper arm for punching action.
- Push button on end of rudder to activate mouth.

Reverse the order of the instructions to convert back into lion.